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Multiple Choice Circle the best answer for each question from the choices available.

1 Why is Europe called a peninsula?
A It is surrounded on three sides by water.
B It is the main landmass of Eurasia.
C It has an unusually long coastline.
D It has many mountains and rivers.

2 What generalization can be made about 
Europe’s climate?
A Warm winds and ocean currents keep the 

entire continent very mild.
B Mistral winds keep most of the continent 

cold and dry.
C Currents, winds, and latitude result in 

varied climates.
D The winters everywhere are long and cold.

3 Why has Europe conducted so much  
trade and exploration?
A The climate is mild in all regions. 
B Most places have easy access to water.
C People build dikes and create polders. 
D Religious beliefs make trade important.

4 Why are the Danube and  
Rhine rivers important?
A They can be used easily for transportation.
B They run along mountain chains. 
C They serve as borders between countries.
D They support agriculture and wildlife.

5 Why did fishing industries develop in Europe?
A The climate was too cold for farming.
B Europeans lacked grazing land for cattle.
C The market for seafood was excellent.
D Europe had plenty of ocean coastlines.

6 What has harmed the natural environment of 
the Mediterranean Sea?
A large fish damaging the red coral
B pollution, overfishing, overdevelopment
C the creation of marine reserves 
D exploration, conservation, transportation

Constructed Response Write the answer to each question in the space provided.

7 How did the people of the Netherlands increase their farming industry?

8 Why do so many people live on the Northern European Plain?
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